Most important information for our Laufnacht and Sparkassen Gala 2021
Hygiene and Distance Regulations
Currently Regensburg has a quite low incidence value. Therefore, it is not mandatory to wear a
mask in most places. This does not apply for sport competitions. In order to prevent you and
others from undesirable infections, we ask you to wear a FFP2 mask at common places, where
you usually find a crowd (e.g. entrance, catering, toilets, entrance tot he stands). The current
status says that you do not need a antigen test or PCR test. We kindly ask our guests from
places with a higher incidence value to bring a filled „Persönliche Erklärung der
gesundheitlichen Unversehrtheit bei Anreise zur Laufnacht oder Sparkassen Gala“. (You can
find it on our website) We request that everybody takes care of the well know distance rules
when staying at the event location. The distance rules can change daily. Therefore, inform
yourself on the day when entering the stadium.
Competition Documents
You can pick up all necessary documentation for the competition in exchange of the competition
fees at the entrance of the stadium at the Weinweg. (Usually, the first person picking up his
competition documents must pay all fees of his club)
We accept cash payment, but also EC card. You can pick up the documents on Saturday
starting at 8 am and Sunday starting at 10am.

Competition Entry
Due to the reason, that there are no late requests accepted, we already scheduled all of our
heats. (Please take a look at „Laufeinteilung“ on our Website) It is possible to change the heats
until Thursday (17.6) 7pm. Therefore, we kindly ask you to let us know if you or some of your
athletes will not compete at the competition (meldung@lg-regensburg.de). This would help us to
adapt our schedule and maybe scratch some heats.
Callroom/point
The exact time of your heat can always be seen on our competition websites. You can only
entrance the stadium through our Callroom/Callpoint. It is located at the so-called marathon
arch behind the starting curve. The earliest entrance is allowed 30 minutes before your
competition. The latest is 20 minutes. We ask you to quickly leave the stadium area after your
competition on the south of the track.
.
Coaches access
For every three athletes on access for a coach is granted. They can be picked up with the
competition documents. If you need more cards you can buy them for 5€.

Livestream and Live Results
For both competition days we offer live results. Additionally, we offer a livestream on Sunday,
which can be accessed through www.sparkassen-gala.de.
Changing Rooms

Due to the current situation, we can only offer changing rooms and showers in some urgent
cases. We do not have many changing rooms and showers which apply to the hygiene rules.
Parking Facilities
The stadium at the Weinweg does only offer a few parking spots, but there are other locations
as well. When you pass the stadium, after 500m you will find parking spots of the local
Westbad. Please do not park on not parking prohibited places, the regulatory office will not have
mercy with you.

